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Saints are often depicted with particular objects that played a dramatic role in their lives, and these

objects or characteristics have become symbolic of the saints and can be used to identify them in

art. For instance, Saint Catherine of Alexandria is usually shown with a wheel, the object on which

she was tortured as a result of her faith, while Saint Peter the Apostle often appears with the keys to

heaven given to him by Jesus. These symbols represent drama, suffering, and unbendÃ‚Âing

faith, and one has only to be aware of these elements in order to recognize the saints in art.

Detailing the feast days, patronages, appearances, biographies, and symbols of more than 120

saints, Saints and Their Symbols is an exquisite reference, illustrated by more than 200 evocative

images.
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this is more of a 365 saints in alphabetical order like a calendar. not in depth at all. one page

description per saint, hardly any details.

Awesome book for anyone interested in the symbolism of saints. just enough info without being

overwhelming and beautiful color pictures.



This volume is truly beautiful, done in Almanac style with lovely artwork as illustrations. It contains a

handy Index to look up your 'Favourites' and has some less common Saints included. All the works

of art used are credited in the back.

Beautiful and interesting book on this subject. Good reference book too. Very good reproductions.

Happy to have found this edition

I bought this book for my niece for Christmas. She loved it. Would recommend to anyone interested

in learning more about this subject.

great

A book with such a title would presumably have graphic representations of the symbols, not just the

historic painting representation of the Saints. I returned this book because the text description of

each symbol that coincides with each saint was inadequate to half the title and did not meet my

expectations.

This little book (it measures about 6 1/2 inches square by about 1 1/2 inches thick in hardcover) lists

many of the principal saints of the Christian tradition in the order of their feast days on the calendar.

For each saint, there is a brief biographical note, and a longer discussion of the saint's traditional

iconography in the history of art, together with a photo of an artwork depicting the saint. The color

reproductions are of excellent quality. The author provides informative explanations about why each

saint is portrayed with particular attributes and accompaniments, eg. St. Peter portrayed with keys,

a rooster, etc. This is a beautiful, informative and enjoyable work.
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